Today the members of the Delta Kappa B Crowley's, the independents, are going skiing at Naches Pass and urges them to join the club. By next week, he plans to have all the equipment and other necessary supplies to be there so plans can get under way.

We are wondering whether Prof. Clyde Keutzer will deem it advisable to do the skiing himself. He explains that instructors are on hand, including Ski Club President D. B. Rosellin, to tell us where we are going to ski and when we should have landed.

Comment such as President R. Franklin Thompson's "Very fast. I thought everybody did an excellent job" typify the reaction to CPA's first real post-season competition, which was concluded last Saturday night with the Dance and coronation of the queen, Betty Macdonald, in the Assembly. Sigma Zeta Epsilon was the top for the best decorated float in the post-game pep parade Saturday afternoon. Their float depicted the Loggers with a "log and lumberjack" theme.

Approximately seven hundred troops comprised the force of CPA for the Dance Saturday night, at which Bill Loflin was an outstanding example of an outstanding contestant. Dale Frost and Barbara Waller were third, respectively. The prize winners were taken of Douglas Egenhofer, an athlete and is homecoming prince with Roy Lambrecht and Karen Lefke, a former CPA student.
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Betsie Foiled by Pledge Speak

Pledge of Alpha Beta Upsilon occurred away to the Island in the early afternoon of November 10th. Featured on the agenda was a dance escape by one of the pledges who deemed it safe to partially disrobe, since it was a strictly female party. She arrived at the door at 10:30 and turned to the desk to leave her coat. When the room of the house arrived on the scene. Quantity of milk broken, cow's milk spilled, and beads broken. Dr. J. John drove some—old ones, new ones, most borrowed, and all very new. A custom was held, during which one of the pledges was added to the dad and shrieks were made even in the happy moments.

After the thrilling events, the real climax came when a knock was heard at the door. A knock, did it? At least three companies of armed men were beating down the front portals, screaming "Let us in you dirty pledges!" Finally one of the brave souls (the sophomore) fun the door and found two innocent pledges standing there with black looks on. State and federal authorities are rumored to be after the two red-shirted pledges who spent the afternoon putting up the red flag on the mail boxes in the vicinity.

The hour arrived to inform the members of the Delta Pi Omicron, about whom someone conceived the brilliant idea of writing on the original card which to greet the despondent Betas when they came. Pledge pins were checked and an extra one was found, to the great surprise of all. Finally, the cheated one discovered her own was missing.

A combined drive for the Tacoma Community Chest and the World Student Service Fund will be after the two red-shirted pledges who spent the afternoon putting up the red flag on the mail boxes in the vicinity.

Omicron Pledges To Dance Friday

With the homecoming tucked under their belts, the Delta Pi Omicron pledges are planning a dance to be held early evening at Arlington Hall.

The traditional pledge dance will include the following regiments in the department, Arlington Hall, 7th and 9th, and all pledges will be dressed in the Omicron colors, royal blue and white.
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BETSY'S FOILED BY PLEDGE SPEAK

Gamma Pledges To Give Dance

Rose and silver will predominate at the Cinderella Alpha Gamma pledges at the Bonneville Hotel Saturday, November 16, from 9 to 12, according to Gloria Glenn and Jeanette James, co-chairmen for the affair.

The girls have made plans for a special surprise during intermission activities. According to the plan, they will walk a mile out of the way to be seen on the highways by any curious members.

Committee chairmen are as follows: Lorna Louks and Rochelle Raves, Orlova Leidy and Charlotte Conrad, Betty Anderleman and Betty Weist, Allan, girls, and the happy pledges went home.
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Football Squad Pressed by Omicrons

The Delta Kaps football squad will be selected tomorrow for the intramural football season, at 12:20.

For Intramural Title

The Northwest Conference. (Cut courtesy of Tacoma News Tribune.)

Loggers Blank Whitman 13-0

College of Puget Sound Eleven Grabs 2nd Place In Conference Chase

Soring two touchdowns in the first quarter, the College of Puget Sound defeated Whitman 13-0 last Saturday in the Tacoma Stadium to grab undisputed possession of second place of the Northwest conference.

Whitman received the opening kickoff and sparked off by Lightning, former Cover Park high school star, the Missourian drove to the 14. On fourth down, Lightning was thrown on a loss in the Lambeau 45 yard stripe. Happy Mannfield rolled a six yard pass to Ed Bowie, followed by an 11 yard blast, then center by Warren Wood to place the oval on the Whitman 31.

Four plays later, Mannfield tossed to Dick Roman on the Mis­

soulian 18, then after a line back, picked up 2 yards, but Bobbins slipped left and for a touchdown only to have the play nullified by a holding penalty.

But the Loggers were not to be denied. On the very next play, Vic Martinelli threw a 35 yard pass to Jack Harrison in the end zone for the tally. Tom Raffin's place­

kick was wide.

The same cane on the last play of the initial quarter, when Bobbini hauled his way over from one yard out.
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